Neoplastic transformation and the inverse dose-rate effect for neutrons.
Considerable evidence has recently accumulated, both in vivo and in vitro, to suggest that neutrons at low dose rates, or in multiple fractions, have an enhanced effectiveness for inducing neoplastic transformation. A consistent pattern has emerged as to the dependence of the effect on dose, dose rate, and radiation type. A consistent model of the phenomenon as a function of dose, dose rate, and radiation type is presented. The approach, first suggested by Rossi, is that cells are extra sensitive in part of their cycle. Then an acute exposure of cycling cells to high-LET radiation results in some fraction of the sensitive cells receiving large depositions of energy--greater than required for the effect. If the exposure is protracted, a larger proportion of sensitive cells will be exposed, but to smaller numbers of energy depositions--still enough, however, to produce the effect. The model produces results consistent with all available data on enhancement of neoplastic transformation in the C3H 10T1/2 system by protraction or fractionation at medium or high LET. Implications for radiation protection and the radon problem are discussed.